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ABSTRACT
The paper proposes a fundamentally new approach to explaining and predicting growth, and 
empirically compares the relative success, in terms of average mean-squared-errors, of 
forecasts of alternative modelling methods applied to two well-known multi-equation 
macroeconomic models fitted to Australian data for the period 1961/62 to 1986/87. The gain in 
relative efficiency from the new approach is found to be up to 130 percent over the modelling 
procedures currently used in macroeconomic studies.
Acknowledgement: The author appreciates the comments from Jacques Dreze (CORE), Larry 
Lau (Stanford), Jim Stock (Harvard) and Dudley Jackson (Wollongong) on earlier versions of 
the paper. They are not responsible however for any errors that may remain.
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1 . INTRODUCTION
The chief purpose of the contemporary macroeconomic theory is, to some, to 
characterise, explain and predict employment, the change in output and prices (see for example 
Blanchard and Fischer, 1989) and, to others to explain and predict, the fluctuations of the 
government budget, interest rates and the balance of payments. It is well known that the 
success of the macroeconomic theory in practical applications in the major areas of interest, and 
particularly in the case of output growth, has left much to be desired. In fact, it has been 
claimed that the theory of post-Keynesian macroeconomics is there just to explain why 
economic description, prescription and predictions under the guise of various variations of the 
neoclassical, Keynesian, or rational expectations schools of thought do not satisfactorily work 
where it counts most: namely, practical applications (Dombusch and Fisher, 1984, pp. 570- 
571; see also Mankiw, 1990). In spite of this failure, it is also interesting to note that, in the 
recent years, applied macroeconomic modelling based on a macroeconomic policy mix theory in 
a less doctrinaire framework has been undertaken, and promising empirical results have been 
reported [see for example, Perkins with a chapter by Tran Van Hoa (1985), Tran Van Hoa 
(1986b), and Perkins and Tran Van Hoa (1987)].
This paper concentrates on a simple but important issue in the macroeconomic theory, 
namely output growth, and attempts to investigate the causation of the failure of modern 
macroeconomics to explain it adequately in practical applications. More importantly, the paper 
proposes a new methodology to better study fluctuations in the rate of change in GDP. As a 
way to explain the fundamentals of our new methodology and its demonstrable success in 
practical applications, we adopt for illustration two standard multi-equation macroeconomic 
models and fit them to available Australian data for the period 1961/62-1986/87.
2 . A SUMMARY ANATOMY OF MACROECONOMIC FAILURES
It is well known that the rate of change in GDP (or GNE) at the aggregate or per capita 
level is usually regarded as a key indicator to assess an economic activity, to evaluate the 
economic performance of an economy, to measure the economic welfare or the standard of 
living in a country. In spite of its normative and positive importance however, the success of 
most output growth models in practical or empirical studies has been to a large extent
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unsatisfactory specifically in terms of either the goodness-of-fit (or explanatory power) and the 
average forecasting mean-squared- error (MSE) criterion. This failure can be attributed broadly 
to at least three factors.
First, in an integrated social accounting system as standardized and adopted by the 
OECD, GDP is a macroaggregate whose components, including the unpredictable statistical 
discrepancy item, can, because of imperfect present-day data measurement, collection and 
reporting technologies, widely vary and significantly affect the income identity. This kind of 
problem is often known in the literature as the errors-in-variables problem. While the use of 
only the data a few years old may alleviate the problem somewhat, this approach obviously 
does not make use of more up-to-date information. Secondly, it is well-known that all 
economic activities are inherently interdependent in a Marshallian sense. As a result, the most 
comprehensive and sophisticated macroeconomic model used in practical applications must by 
definition contain omitted relevant variables. This omitted-variables phenomenon would 
invariably create specification bias, thus rendering standard estimation procedures 
inappropriate and giving rise to inaccurate forecasts. Thirdly, it is our opinion that, even in a 
correctly specified macroeconomic model fitted to exactly measured data, the use of an 
inappropriate modelling methodology can give rise to a model with poor explanatory power or 
high MSE, reflecting badly on the characterisation, estimation and forecasting of the model.
Below, we avoid dealing with the issue of what constitutes a suitable macroeconomic 
model and the problems associated with data collecting technology used by international 
statistical organisations. Instead, we concentrate on the third perspective above and aim to 
achieve three objectives. First, we propose a new methodology to characterise and explain 
output growth based on general multi-equation macroeconomic models. Secondly, we propose 
a new estimating and forecasting approach for linear (or linearized) econometric models that 
has small-sample structural and predicting MSE properties superior to existing approaches. 
Thirdly, using for illustrative purposes two well-known multi-equation macroeconomic models 
fitted to Australian data for the period 1961/62 to 1986/87, the paper empirically demonstrates, 
in a stochastic simulation study, that an application of our new approach to explain and predict 
output growth significantly improves the relative efficiency of the model. In fact, in our case,
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the gain in efficiency is of up to the order of 130% over the conventional modelling procedures 
such as the ordinary least-squares (OLS) or maximum likelihood (ML) methods.
The implications of our findings are manyfold and far-reaching for empirical 
verification of theoretical postulates or for policy-oriented macroeconomic studies. First, the 
findings indicate that the linkage between the Keynesian and Johansen-type computable general 
equilibrium models is feasible, and this provides modelling flexibility cutting across many 
opposite theoretical ideologies never before attempted. Secondly, the findings indicate that, 
contrary to the belief of many macroeconomists, the choice of an appropriate modelling 
methodology can be important in meaningful applied or policy-oriented macroeconomic 
studies. Thirdly, our evidence appears to support the view that the failure of macroeconomic 
theories in practical applications may be due more to the methodology adopted for these studies 
than the basic postulates used in the characterisation of output growth. Fourthly, as a corollary 
of our results, the relative success of competing macroeconomic theories (or equivalently, 
models) can now be empirically investigated in a fundamentally new and econometrically 
robust perspective. Finally, there exist operational methodologies that can be used to enhance 
the estimating and forecasting properties of growth (or other economic) models for more 
reliable and practical policy analysis.
3. CHARACTERISATION OF GROW TH: TWO MACROECONOMIC
MODELS
For illustrative purposes, consider two well-known multi-equation macroeconomic
models
Model 1
Ct = ai +0C2Yt+ut 
Yt = Ct + It + Gt + Xt -IMt
( 1 )
(2)
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Model 2
C t = a i  +  <X2Yt +  (X3Ct-i + u n (3)
It = Bi + B2Yt + 63Yt-i + B4Rt-l + U2t (4)
Rt = 711 + ft2Yt + 7C3Yt-l + 7C4Mt + TCsMt-l + 7C6Rt-l + 7C?Rt-2 + U3t (5)
Yt = C( + It + Gt + Xt - IMt (6)
where C = private final consumption expenditure, Y = gross domestic product, I = private 
gross fixed capital expenditure, G = public expenditure, X = exports of goods and services, 
IM = imports of goods and services, R = short-term money market interest rate, and M = 
money supply M3. The a's, B's and 7t's denote the structural parameters, and the u's the error 
terms.
Model 1 is a classic static macroeconomic model and represents an extension of the 
simple Keynesian model for an open economy used extensively by economists and 
econometricians alike to depict a stylized economy or to prove the Haavelmo Theorem on 
simultaneous-equation bias in the estimation of the marginal propensity to consume (see for 
example, Valavanis, 1959). In this model, only C and Y are endogenous.
Model 2 is a dynamic macroeconomic model (Pindyck and Rubinfeld, 1984) for an 
open economy taking into account: (a) a partial adjustment process in comsumption behaviour 
encompassing the hypotheses of relative and permanent income, liquid assets, wealth, and life 
cycles; (b) the effects of monetary policy via money supply as an instrument; and, (c) a flexible 
accelerator investment behaviour. In addition to C and Y, investment and, more importantly, 
interest rates are endogenous in this model.
It can be verified that, using the order condition for identifiability, the consumption 
function (1) is identified. As a result, Y can be written in its complete differential reduced form 
(see Allen, 1960) as
Y%t ai + a2l%t + a3G%t + a4X%t + a5lM%t + eit (7)
where Y%, 1%, G%, X%, and IM% indicate the rate of change of Y, I, X and IM 
respectively.
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It can also be verified that, the consumption (3), investment (4), and interest (5) 
functions are identified. Y in this case can be written in its total diferential reduced form as
Y%t = bi + b2C%t-i + b3Y%t-i + b4R%t-i + b5R%t-2 + b6M%t
+ + bgG%t + bgX.%i + bi(>IM%t + e2t (8)
where, in addition, C%, R% and M% indicate respectively the rate of change of C, R, and M.
Equations (7) and (8) are equations characterising output growth as derived from multi­
equation Models 1 and 2. By conventional definition, the parameters from these models are in 
fact static or dynamic elasticities.
The derivation of (7) and (8) by means of total differentiation is simple and, more 
importantly, consistent with the procedure usually adopted for neoclassical macroeconomic 
models of the applied or computable general equilibrium kind. In these neo-classical models, 
the endogenous and exogneous variables in the economy are linked by a (usually first order) 
approximate transmission mechanism in terms of the elasticities. There are two important 
differences between our growth models given in (7) and (8) above and the growth specification 
from computable general equilibrium models of the Johansen-class. Firstly, in our case, the 
important linking elasticities have to be estimated for the models as a whole using economic 
time series data. Our models thus are completely data-based, although we do not preclude the 
use of prior or extraneous information in the models in other theoretical or judgemental 
contexts. In other words, our models are capable of accommodating sub- and add-factors as 
well as structural change and other institutional considerations (for a discussion of the use of 
these factors in macroeconomic models, see Johansen, 1982). Secondly, our models must be 
mathematically consistent as required by the identifiability conditions for simulatenous 
equations systems.
To evaluate the performance of these macroeconomic models and our modelling 
methodology in real-life situations, we have fitted the models to Australian annual data for the 
period 1961/62 to 1986/87 to obtain the necessary elasticity estimates. These estimates are then 
used in a comparative study to measure the relative MSE performance or operational success of 
our new approach and other prevailing modelling methodologies.
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4 . ALTERNATIVE MODELLING METHODOLOGIES
Both (7) and (8) can be written more generally using a sampling size T and k 
independent variables as
y = Z 6 + u (9)
(Txl) (Txk) (kxl) (Txl) 
where y=Y%, Z=the rate of change of the exogenous and predetermined variables (both static 
and dynamic), B=the parameters, and u the disturbance satisfying all standard statistical 
assumptions.
To estimate the general model (9) for structural analysis (i.e., in the case of two-stage 
or three-stage least-squares) or direct forecasting, we can use the OLS, or any of the explicit 
(Baranchik, 1973) Stein or Stein-rule estimators. More specifically, using (9), the OLS 
estimator b is written as
b = (Z'Z)_1Z'y (10)
and the explicit Stein estimator (Baranchik, 1973) is given by
6s = [1 - c (y-Zb)' (y-Zb)/b'Z’Zb] b
[1 -c ( l -R 2)/R2] b (11)
where 0 < c < 2(k-2)/(T-k+2), and R2 is the square of the sample multiple correlation 
coefficient. An explicit positive-part Stein estimator (Anderson, 1984) can be defined as
B+s = [1 - min {1 , c(y-Zb)'(y-Zb)/b'Z'Zb}] b
[1 - min{ 1 , c(l-R2)/R2}] b (12)
An explicit improved Stein-rule [also known as two-stage hierarchial- information 
(2SHI)] estimator (Tran Van Hoa, 1985, Tran Van Hoa and Chaturvedi, 1988 and 1990) can 
be written as
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Bh [1 - c(1-R2)/R2} - c(l-R2)/{R2(l+c(l-R2)/R2)}] b (13)
and its explicit positive-part counterpart (Tran Van Hoa, 1986a) is given by
B+h [1 -m in{l , c(1-R2)/R2}
- min{ 1 , c (1-R2)/(R2(1+c(1-R2)/R2))}] b (14)
While all the estimators given above can be applied to the general model (9) for 
structural and forecasting analysis, their relative performance in terms of ex post or ex ante 
(Pindyck and Rubinfeld, 1984) forecasting MSE can differ. Thus, it is well-known that, in 
MSE and for k > 3 and T > k + 2, Bs dominates b, and (3s is dominated by B+s (Baranchik, 
1973, Anderson, 1984). However, it has also been demonstrated (Tran Van Hoa, 1985, Tran 
Van Hoa and Chaturvedi, 1988) that, in MSE, Bh dominates both b and Bs, and more 
importantly, B+h dominates B+s (Tran Van Hoa, 1986a). The extent of the significance of the 
MSE dominance, or equivalently, the informational gain or relative modelling success between 
these alternative estimators has not been investigated in an empirical context using real-life 
economic data. This issue is taken up below and the substantive findings are based for 
illustrative purposes on the two multi-equation macreconomic models described earlier, the 
appropriate equations are given in (7) and (8).
5 .  EM PIRICAL EVIDENCE ON RELATIVE SUCCESS
In our study, we fit Models 1 and 2 to Australian annual data for the period 1961/62 to 
1986/87 using, for comparative purposes, the OLS, the positive-part Stein, and the positive- 
part 2SHI estimators. To investigate the effects of the sampling size on the performance of the 
various estimators (this study is also known as structural change or stability analysis), we split 
the total sample size of 26 observations above into 3 overlapping subsamples of 13,17 and 26 
observations respectively. The division is used to approximate the distinct observed cycles of 
output growth in Australia for the period under study. The peaks and troughs of these cycles 
occurred approximately in 1973/74,1977/78 and the end year of our sample, 1986/87.
For each of this subsample, the MSE of Models 1 and 2 is computed from a stochastic 
simulation and is based on 100 statistical trials. In stochastic simulation, both the estimated
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parameters and the disturbances are allowed to vary from trial to trial (see Pindyck and 
Rubinfeld, 1984, for further detail). The distributions used to generate these parameters and 
disturbance trial-to-trial variations are derived from their OLS-based sample distributions. In 
addition, in the case of the disturbance or error term distribution, the simulation for each 
subsample takes respectively the value of s2, 25s2, and 100s2, where s2 is the sample 
disturbance variance. This strategy is adopted to investigate the impact of disturbance variances 
(or the measurement errors of output growth) on the relative performance of the various 
modelling methodologies in our macroeconomic equations.
Thus, in our empirical study, the MSE is obtained for a total of 18 models, different 
from each other in terms of k (the number of the exogenous and predetermined variables), T 
(the sample size), and a 2 (the disturbance variance). The relative performance of the OLS, 
positive-part Stein B+s, and positive-part 2SHI B+h estimators for each of these models is 
given in Table 1 (see Appendix). Relative performance between say the OLS and the positive- 
part Stein is defined as R(b/B+s) = 100[ MSE(b) / MSE(B+s) -1], and dominance or 
informational gain in MSE of B+s over b exists whenever R(b/B+s) > 0, with equality 
somewhere in the parameter space. It can be further verified that, for the forecasting equation 
of the type (9), when historical and future values of Z are known, dominant ex post 
forecasting MSE implied dominant ex ante forecasting MSE.
From the results given in Table 1 (see Appendix), it appears as expected that, since all 
results are greater than zero, the positive-part Stein estimator B+s uniformly dominates the OLS 
estimator b. The informational gain of B+s over b in terms of the relative efficiency based on ex 
post forecasting MSE from 18 models can be as high as 58 percent for Model 1 and 52 percent 
for Model 2. However, the gain of the positive-part 2SHI estimator B+h over the OLS 
estimator b is 130 percent for Model 1 and 114 percent for Model 2. One interesting finding 
from our study in the context of estimation theory is that the gain of B+h over B+s is also 
uniform and substantial to the order of 45 percent for Model 1 and 40 percent for Model 2.
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6 . GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
In the preceding sections, we have proposed a modelling methodology that 
conveniently provides a simple but important linkage between the Keynesian and Johansen- 
class computable general equilibrium macroeconomic models. The methodology is also flexible 
in the sense that judgemental or institutional sub- and add-factors as well as structural change 
can be easily incorporated to deal with specific economic issues. From our empirical findings, 
we can deduce, in addition, four important implications:
First, the performance of the OLS which has been routinely adopted for this kind of 
study for empirical macroeconomic policy formulation and implementation is significantly 
suboptimal when judged from superior modelling and forecasting methodologies such as the 
positive-part Stein or the positive-part 2SHI estimators. This means that a characterisation of 
growth in the contemporary macroeconomic literature may have been appropriate, but its 
subsequent implementation in empirical studies has been defective, giving rise to 
unsatisafactory results. Secondly, contrary to the general belief in the contemporary literature 
on estimation theory (which has been adopted in applied macroeconomics), significant 
improvements on the positive-part Stein estimator in linear models in a practical context can be 
made. Thirdly, the suboptimality of the conventional OLS exists for both linear static and 
dynamic models of the kind often used in applied macroeconomic modelling and forecasting. 
This finding breaks new grounds for further applications of Stein-rule estimation and forecasts 
which to date have been restricted to linear static models. Finally, the informational gain or 
relative success in modelling and forecasting output growth (which is an important component 
of the business cycles) based on improved estimation increases substantially when the 
goodness-of-fit of the estimated equation is low. Low R2 is a feature traditionally observed in 
empirical output growth models. This last observation appears to indicate that our modelling 
methodology is particularly suitable for macroeconomic applications or for any area of 
empirical or policy-oriented economics where conventional methodologies usually fail or are 
unsatisfactory.
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A PPEN D IX
TABLE 1 Modelling Output Growth Relative MSE Success ofOLS, Stein and 2SHI 
Estimators Stochastic Simulation Australia, 1961162 to 1986187
MACROECONOMIC MODEL 1
Averaee R2
0.930 0.594 0.561 0.940 0.506 0.452 0.902 0.414 0.324
s2 = 0.594519E-03 0.148630E-01 0.594519E-01
Relative MSE Efficiency (%)
T 13 17 26
S i2  S22 S32 S i2 S22 S32 s i 2 S22 S32
R(b/B+s) 6.71 39.51 42.23 4.65 39.87 52.64 4.82 44.73 58.48
R(b/B+h) 13.71 80.77 82.65 9.50 78.28 114.67 9.87 95.73 129.78
R(Bs/Bh) 6.57 29.57 28.42 4.64 27.46 40.64 4.81 35.24 44.99
MACROECONOMIC MODEL 2
Average R2
0.986 0.962 0.953 0.974 0.891 0.893 0.949 0.704 0.682
s2 0.452505E-03 0.113126E-01 0.452505E-01
Relative MSE Efficiencv (%)
T 13 17 26
S i2 S22 S32 s i 2 S22 S32 s i 2 S22 S32
R(b/B+s) 5.91 12.70 16.37 6.88 19.18 22.42 8.40 44.98 52.27
R(b/B+h) 11.75 24.28 31.24 14.02 38.71 43.63 17.43 92.87 113.75
R(Bs/Bh) 5.51 10.28 12.78 6.68 16.38 17.33 8.34 33.03 40.37
NOTES: b = OLS, B+s = positive-part Stein, B+h = positive-part 2SHI. R(b/B+s) = 100[MSE(b)/MSE(B+s)-l], 
where MSE(b) = E(b-B)'(b-B) with B calculated from OLS estimates of Model 1 and 2 using 500 repetitions (with 
the error terms only random) and used as population mean. Similarly for B+s and B+h. Relative efficiency in 
MSE of say B+h over B+s exists whenever R(B+s/B+h) > 0. s2 = OLS-based disturbance variance. In our 
stochastic simulation study, all results are based on 100 statistical trials and c is arbitrarily set = (k-2) /  (T-k+2). 
All data are from Australian Economic Statistics, Occasional Paper 8A, Reserve Bank of Australia, 1989.
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